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Initially a Faucet side and a Reservoir side following quickly after with totally different
tokenomics and pumpamentals.

IT WILL LAUNCH IN 2 PHASES

Drip Drop Draw (D³ or DDD) is a
community-funded project brought
to you by Forex Shark and a few
members of the R34P DAO. 

Drip Drop Draw will be the planned
Layer 2 for the popular Drip Token,
where players can win big by
depositing or sacrificing very little.  

Increase Drip locked in the
Faucet, 
Reduce or stop inflation/minting, 
Deflate circulating supply, 
Increase Reservoir liquidity 
Increase their own Drip deposits 

By simply participating regularly,
players will help:

DDD, as the Layer 2 for Drip, will be
integrated into the new Drip
website and have its own menu tab. 

This adds an extra layer of trust, as
the website is vetted by Forex and
the code is personally reviewed by
him.



First Prize, 
4 Runners Up, 
a Biggest Depositor Prize,
a Biggest Sacrificer Prize. 

14% of earnings from Deposits, 
24% earnings from Sacrifices,
10% of the previous round’s earnings Rolled Over.

Each day there will be 6 rounds of winners drawn. Each round will
pay out to 7 prize divisions; 

Each round’s jackpot will comprise: 

Arguably, the most innovative part of DDD is that 99% of all
earnings on the Faucet side eventually flow into the Faucet,
with 1% going towards the Drip Marketing Wallet.

Prizes are paid out as Drip airdropped to the winning wallet,
which is effectively more Drip locked into the Faucet. 

 Players can enter the Faucet side by either depositing or
voluntarily sacrificing their DRIP, BUSD or BNB which will be
pegged to the cost of $1 BUSD per ticket. To incentivise fresh
capital injections, bonus tickets are awarded to those who
enter with BUSD or BNB and the highest amount of Bonus
Tickets are awarded to Sacrifice entries.

More details to come in the following weeks for the Reservoir side of DDD.
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It is important to note that each day’s Total Jackpot will comprise a
portion of earnings from both Deposits and Sacrifices. The following
diagram should help understand the flow of funds more easily 

IMPORTANT: We would like to point out that all earnings eventually
end up locked into the Faucet as you can see below. This goes to
show how powerful the DDD Layer 2 initiative is for Drip.

Each day’s Total Jackpot will be paid out in prizes as follows : 



We anticipate the jackpot will pay out thousands of Drip each day and heavy stress testing has been performed with many different
variables and computational inputs. To illustrate how much Drip can be paid out in prizes and locked back into the Faucet daily, let us
look at 3 outcomes based upon the following assumptions:  

At the time of writing, the price of Drip is US$0.50.
At the time of writing, there are currently 150,000 Active Wallets.
A conservative 10% take-up rate for people participating in each
DDD round.
Players only participate with the bare minimum $1 BUSD each.
For the sake of simplicity, no players voluntarily sacrifice.

Total Earnings = 10% x (150,000 x $1) = $15,000 per round
Total Converted Drip = $15,000 / $0.50 = 30,000 Drip per round
1st Prize payout 1,500 Drip
Runners Up payout 300 Drip
Biggest Depositor Prize 750 Drip
Biggest Sacrifice Prize n/a
Total Drip Sent to Faucet 25,500 Drip - Per Round
Total Drip Sent to Faucet 153,500 Drip for the day!

At the time of writing, the price of Drip is US$0.50.
At the time of writing, there are currently 150,000 Active Wallets.
An ultra conservative 1% take-up rate for people participating in each
DDD round.
However, these degen players are more aggressive and enter with $100
BUSD each.
For the sake of simplicity, no players voluntarily sacrifice.

Total Earnings = 1% x (150,000 x $100) = $150,000 per round
Total Converted Drip = $150,000 / $0.50 = 300,000 Drip per round
1st Prize payout 15,000 Drip
Runners Up payout 3,000 Drip
Biggest Depositor Prize 7,500 Drip
Biggest Sacrifice Prize n/a
Total Drip Sent to Faucet 255,000 Drip - Per Round
Total Drip Sent to Faucet 1,530,000 Drip for the day!

SCENARIO 2SCENARIO 1



Supply shock price effect with increased Drip in Faucet, 
Reducing quantity of Drip as price rises, 
Whale buy-ins based on projections from historical events in Drip, 
Bad actor sell-off assumptions based upon historical events etc.

IMPORTANT : 

Whilst we feel these figures are conservative, please note that we have
dumbed down assumptions for ease of calculations, but the projection
modelling we have been running for stress testing involves many
complex variables such as  

You should note that actual daily participation will likely be a mixture
of the above scenarios and hence we can possibly assume each
round’s payouts to potentially be around the sum of all 3 scenarios.

At the time of writing, the price of Drip is US$0.50.
At the time of writing, there are currently 150,000 Active Wallets.
An ultra conservative 2% take-up rate for people participating in each
DDD round.
Players enter with a modest $10 BUSD each.
For the sake of simplicity, no players voluntarily sacrifice.

Total Earnings = 2% x (150,000 x $10) = $30,000 per round
Total Converted Drip = $30,000 / $0.50 = 60,000 Drip per round
1st Prize payout 3,000 Drip
Runners Up payout 600 Drip
Biggest Depositor Prize 1,500 Drip
Biggest Sacrifice Prize n/a
Total Drip Sent to Faucet 51,000 Drip - Per Round
Total Drip Sent to Faucet 306,000 Drip for the day!

SCENARIO 3



Depositing for tickets can be accepted in either Drip Tokens, BUSD or BNB. Tickets
are pegged to $1 BUSD and players can enter as many times as they like. There is an
incentive of 20% Bonus Tickets provided to players entering with fresh BUSD or BNB
capital. Each day’s Deposit earnings will be allocated as follows:

These figures are after the 10% Standard Drip tax has
been charged. Drip Tax is only charged once at entry
and all other movements of Drip are Whitelisted.

14% of Total Earnings gets added to the Jackpot pool
each round, even though 10% rolls over to the next
round, this is offset by the 10% from the previous round.

Prizes are paid out as an airdrop to the winner’s wallet.
Airdrops are counted as deposits and therefore ALL the
prize payouts are locked back into the Faucet.

A player MUST have an ACTIVE DRIP ACCOUNT in order
to receive any winnings or deposits. Winnings are paid
only to the wallet that the winner entered with.

Additionally, it is important to note : 

1st Prize Winner gets 5%
Runner Up 1 gets 1%
Runner Up 2 gets 1%
Runner Up 3 gets 1%
Runner Up 4 gets 1%
Biggest Depositor Prize Winner gets 2.5%
Biggest Sacrificer Prize Winner gets 2.5%
Each Round is open for 4 hours and 6 Rounds will be
paid out each Day.

As per the table, the Faucet Side Deposits will pay out a
fixed percentage of each days earnings to 7 winners : 

To make things fair and safe, DDD will use CHAINLINK oracle services to select the winners
each round for true digital randomness.

A 1% dev fee will go towards a marketing wallet controlled by Forex and will be used solely for
Drip marketing campaigns. With this new budget, we can now expect to see regular
promotions that will help get the word of Drip out to the world.



When a player buys tickets via sacrificing they will be foregoing their Drip, BUSD or BNB. BUSD and BNB will buy Drip, which will in turn be burnt to help
reduce circulating supply. Each ticket will be pegged to $1 BUSD. Sacrificing costs players an opportunity cost and hence the highest percentage of 250%
(2.5x) bonus tickets are awarded to sacrifice entries. Additionally, there is still the incentive of 20% Bonus Tickets provided to players entering with fresh
BUSD or BNB capital on top of the sacrifice bonus.

Each day’s earnings via sacrifice will be allocated as follows : 

These figures are after the 10% Standard Drip tax has been
charged. Drip Tax is only charged once at entry and all other
movements of Drip are Whitelisted.
75% of earnings from Sacrificing are converted to Drip and sent
directly to be burnt, reducing total supply of Drip.  
This is money foregone and players will NOT get 75% as a deposit in
their Drip account. However, burning is incentivised with the
HIGHEST bonus multiplier of 250% (2.5x) bonus tickets.
24% of Total Earnings gets added to the Jackpot pool each round,
even though 10% rolls over to the next day, this is offset by the 10%
from the previous day.
A player MUST have an ACTIVE DRIP ACCOUNT in order to receive
any winnings or deposits. Winnings are paid only to the wallet that
the winner entered with.

Additionally, it is important to note: 

1st Prize Winner gets 5%
Runner Up 1 gets 1%
Runner Up 2 gets 1%
Runner Up 3 gets 1%
Runner Up 4 gets 1%
Biggest Depositor Prize Winner gets 2.5%
Biggest Sacrificer Prize Winner gets 2.5%
Each of the 7 prize divisions will be paid out
randomly each day in 7 rounds of winnings
airdrops.

The Faucet Side Deposits will pay out a fixed
percentage of each days earnings to 7 winners: 

To make things fair and safe, DDD will use CHAINLINK oracle services to select the winners each
round for true digital randomness. A 1% dev fee will go towards a marketing wallet controlled by
Forex and will be used solely for Drip marketing campaigns.



1% dev fees to a wallet ONLY controlled by Forex to fully market Drip!
1st Prize - 5% of Total Earnings.
4 x Runners Up win 1% - 4% of Total Earnings. 
Biggest Depositor Prize - 2.5% of Total Earnings.
Biggest Sacrifice Prize - 2.5% of Total Earnings.
Each Round is open for 4hrs and 6 Rounds of prizes will be paid out each
Day.
10% of Jackpot (Not Total Earnings) reserved and rolled over to the next day.
10% normal Drip Tax sent to Faucet. Drip Tax only charged once, all other
movements are whitelisted.
Players get to keep remaining 75% as a deposit in their Drip Account

Deposit Earnings allocated as follows : 

IMPORTANT : 99% of ALL EARNINGS eventually ends up locked into Faucet!
Prizes are airdropped, therefore locked into Faucet. Deposits are also locked
into Faucet.

$1 BUSD = 1 ticket. Participants can enter as many times as they like.|

IMPORTANT : If buying with Drip, amounts will be ROUNDED DOWN. So if
you contribute $1.99 you will only get 1 ticket. Also, purchasing with less
than $1 BUSD will result in a failed transaction.

Option to buy with Drip, BNB or BUSD.

Buying with BUSD or BNB will give 20% more bonus tickets to incentivise
fresh capital injections. Subsequently, the 20% bonus tickets
disincentivise claiming and selling Drip as a player would lose 20% and be
net neutral. Possibly losing another 10% moving Drip to a new wallet.

A player MUST have an ACTIVE DRIP ACCOUNT in order to receive any
winnings or deposits. Winnings are paid only to the wallet that the winner
entered with.

5% of the funds an influencer brought in from their affiliate links paid out as referral rewards in lottery tickets, not BUSD or DRIP. For example; If an
influencer brings in $10k under them, they get 500 tickets for that same day’s draw.
Influencers no longer need to “Be in it, to win it” and so referral rewards will be paid regardless of an influencer’s participation.

Influencer Referral Rewards : 



1% dev fees to a wallet ONLY controlled by Forex to fully market Drip!
1st Prize - 5% of Total Earnings.
4 x Runners Up win 1% - 4% of Total Earnings. 
Biggest Depositor Prize - 2.5% of Total Earnings.
Biggest Sacrifice Prize - 2.5% of Total Earnings.
Each Round is open for 4 hours and 6 Rounds of prizes will be paid out each
Day.
10% of Jackpot (Not Total Earnings) reserved and rolled over to the next day.
10% normal Drip Tax sent to Faucet. Drip Tax only charged once, all other
movements are whitelisted.
75% converted to Drip and BURNT to decrease total Drip supply. The
remaining 24% is airdropped as winnings and ends up in the Faucet.

Sacrifice Earnings allocated as follows : Sacrificing can also be entered with Drip, BNB or BUSD.

$1 BUSD = 1 ticket. Participants can enter as many times as they like.

IMPORTANT : If buying with Drip, amounts will be ROUNDED DOWN. So if you
contribute $1.99 you will only get 1 ticket. Purchasing with less than $1 BUSD
will result in a failed transaction.

Sacrificing costs players an opportunity cost and hence has the highest
percentage of 250% (2.5x) bonus tickets are awarded to sacrifice entries.
Buying with BUSD or BNB will give 20% more bonus tickets. This 20% bonus
stacks with the 250% bonus tickets incentive awarded for sacrificing!

A player MUST have an ACTIVE DRIP ACCOUNT in order to receive any
winnings or deposits. Winnings are paid only to the wallet that the winner
entered with.

5% of the funds an influencer brought in from their affiliate links paid out as referral rewards in lottery tickets, not BUSD or DRIP. For example; If an
influencer brings in $10k under them, they get 500 tickets for that same day’s draw.
Influencers no longer need to “Be in it, to win it” and so referral rewards will be paid regardless of an influencer’s participation.

Influencer Referral Rewards : 



Early Q2 - Launch within New Drip Website / User Interface

Q2 2023 - Certik Audit

Q2 2023 - Drip Marketing plan to be announced and rolled out

Q2 2023 - Reservoir Side of DDD to launch

Late Q2 2023 - Paladin Audit - If funds in Marketing Wallet allow 

Q3 2023 - ‘Teams’ Update allowing teams to compete with each other and have members all earn bonus tickets if their ‘Team’ or
‘Syndicate’ wins.

Q3 2023 - Winnings ‘Gifting’ system deployed

There are a few more additions to come to DDD and if you have a great idea you’d like to contribute, please feel free to come to the DDD
Telegram chat (@dripdropdraw) and speak to an admin.

Here are the planned future additions to come to DDD: 



The initial concept for DDD has evolved into a groundbreaking
project that reflects the invaluable ideas and feedback of our
talented developer team, including Bartertown Rey and Forex
himself. 

The tokenomics have come together seamlessly in both flow and
concept. Drip Drop Draw truly embodies Forex’s vision of Drip Layer
2. What's truly remarkable is that 99% of total earnings on the Faucet
Deposit Side end up being locked back in the Faucet, with 75% burnt
on the Sacrifice Side. 

The unique features of DDD provide the potential to lock away
substantial amounts of Drip from inception. 

Our conservative scenario estimates suggest that a significant
portion of the token supply could be locked up in a short amount of
time. Consequently, this will result in supply shock which will greatly
improve the Drip price.

We are thrilled about the potential impact that DDD can have
not only for Drip but for the rest of the Drip and AnimalF
ecosystem. 

As we continue to innovate and develop our Layer 2 solution, we
are confident that Drip will become a major player in the world of
decentralised finance. It already contributes a significant
volume of daily trade on the Binance Smart Chain.

Decentralised finance represents the future of finance, and we
invite you to join us in making Drip great again.

As the saying goes, a rising tide raises all ships, and we believe
that Drip will lift the entire DeFi industry to new heights.
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